Is a Spectrum the Best Metaphor for Leading Advance Care Planning Discussions?
Being able to elicit the fundamental values, hopes, and care preferences that drive clinical decision-making for patients with a life-limiting illness is considered a core clinical skill for many specialist and generalist clinicians. Such clinical skills have been described as a crucial component of patient-centered care, especially for those with serious illness who often are confronted with complex and immediate medical decisions. Yet, being able to identify what matters most to a patient or what brings a patient the most meaning in life, can be a complicated and challenging task. For inpatients who are often in the throes of an acute medical crisis, this process can be especially challenging for clinicians who are often relatively new to the patient and their medical situation. In this editorial, commonly utilized methods for patient-value elicitation in leading advance care planning discussions are reviewed as are their potential pitfalls. Specifically, the metaphor of a spectrum is reviewed and critiqued as a clinical tool to help patients identify if medical care preferences should be more focused toward comfort or life-prolongation. An alternative metaphor of an equalizer for an audio sound system is proposed as a potentially more appropriate metaphor to help clinicians appreciate the complex mix of patient values and care preferences that often are driving patient decision-making in the context of a life-limiting illness.